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We sunmarize here selected results from 

recent measurementa using the polarized proton 

beam at the Argonne Z.G.S.

1. Elastic pt-^f~*pp at large

Using polarised proton beam and target, 

the Michigan-A.H.L.-St.Louis collaboration^1 ^ 

has measured both the polarized target asymmetry 

A, and the beam-target spin correlation C/V/V 

at 6 and 12 GeV/c (Fig.1). What is remarkable

Fig. 1.
The parameters A and C v v  measured ia 

p p  6 12 GeV/c.

is that in the secondary narisua region of 

рь О  to 2 GeV^), A is slowly varying with 

energy while С ыы increases considerably going 

from 6 to 12 GeV/c. Furthermore, develops 

a sharp dip structure at 12 GeV/c which is not 

seen at the lower energies. An obvious inter

pretation is that the spin dependent part of 

the pp elastic amplitude falls more slowly with

energy than the nonflip diffractive component 

at large . This behaviour is not anticipated 

by conventional models.

11 • Comparison of elastic P tj>-*PP and PfH -yprt 
polarizations

The effective тв.вв spectrometer (E. M. 5) 

has been used to measure pn elantic asymet- 

ries for the first tip.e above cyclotron ener- 

gies^*^. Fro* 2 to 6 GoV/c (Fig.2) the pn pola

rization falls faster with energy than the pp.
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Fig. a.

The polarization parameters in pp and pn 
elastic scattering at 2,3,4, and 6 GeV/c .

Since the polarisation is given by natural 

mines-parity exchanges (e.g. , в and A z

exchange flip amplitudes interfering with the 

Poaeron), Regge models expeot that pp and m  

polarizations should seal in the same way with 

energy. The data shows that the pp and pn polari

sation tend to approach mirror symmetry as the 

energy increases, implying that the 1=1 exchan

ge flip amplitude fails more slowly with energy 

then the 1=0 tern. In fact, the effective Ragge 

trajectory of the 1=0 exchange flip amplitude is 

empirically one unit lower than conventional 

and В trajectories, and the data can be satis
factorily fitted only by introducing ad hoc low- 

lying trajectories that are not anticipated from 

meson-b&ryon reactions.



III. Charge exchange production of H and A

The E.II.S. has been used to study the reac- 

tions^^

ptp- » p K ’>ri (2000000 events) (1)

p^n-*pK"p (150000 events) (2)

from 2 to 6 GeV/c. For small -t(-1 < 0 . 2  GeT2 ) 

theae reactions should be dominated by ~  exchange 

and the spin-dependence effects can be compared 

with polarisations measured (in Vip elastic 

scattering ).Fig.3 shows the small -t cross sec

tions for reactions (1) and (2) versus p»
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At larger -t values other mechanisms besi

des V -exchange become important. Fig. 4 shows 

unpolarized density matrix elements in the S 

channel for p^p-*A+fd at 6 GeV/c. Consi.de-
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Cross sections and polarizations versus p«~ 

and pnr masses for reactions p and

ry о -* p . The solid points axe correlations 

< I*, Yl - f» > > the °Pen points are < f?e \ '
where P„fP^)are transverse polarization components 
in the scattering plane (normal to the scattering 
plane).

and pit masses; the correlations of the spin 

vector with the decay moments are also shown 

and compared with absorbed 1T-exchange calculated 

with measured elastic phase shifts. Agreement with 

OPEA is reasonably good.

Fig.4.
Density matrix elements at 6 GeV/o and overall 
polarization asymmetry at 3,4 and 6 OeV/o for

rable structure can be seen. The polarized beam 

asymmetries at 3,4 and 6 GeV/o are also shown; 

these are substantial ( 40% for / -F>0.5 GeV/c)

and show little if any variation with energy. 

These asymmetries would arise in Regge models 

from ?i-В or A  exchange interference, and 

would vanish if tho exotic pp->Aft amplitudes 

were purely real.

IV. Inelastic diffraction at 6 GeV/c

The 3-body diffraction dissociation reac

tions have been measured at 6 GeV/c with hydro

gen and deuterium t a r g e t s ' ^ :

p f p -*рГ^[Г'(р) (500000 events) j (3)

_► p-pT/r'(pMi)(250000 events). (4)



The uncorrected mas в spectra are ehcrwn ia Fig. 5 

for two different p2 regions. For p^<0.02 GeV2 

peaks are seen at 1425 and 1660 MeV pTT^F mass.

Fig. 5.
p/i !T mass spectra from pj.p-^-phVpfor 

< 0.02 end > 0.16 GeV2.

For P;. >  0.16 GeV2 , the low mass peak mig- 

rates to 1500 MeV, Comparison of hydrogen and 

deuterium cross sections for p * ^  0.02 GeV2 re

veals a considerable coherent contribution off 

deuterium, which has a ~2 0 %  larger cross section 

per nucleon than hydrogen.

As in the case of if -exchange reactions 

discassed above, polarization effects can 

arise in the Д*1Г systea fro* interference of 

partial wares haring different production or 

decay phases. In particular, diffractive reso

nance production (90° production +90° decay 

phase) can interfere with the large S wave й 7Г 

Deck amplitude (90° production). Since the do

minant Deck S ware is t the only known

resonant states that can produoe polarization 

are the J P =1/2+ and J e =5/2~ states (the 

3/2~Я*(1520) has the same ав the Deck

amplitude and can therefore not produce poleri* 

zation). The main signature of the 1/2+ Roper 

resonance is that only helicity -1/2 Д 4"*", S

can be produced in the decay N*(1470) -*iF. Se-
1 p

lecting PL < 0.12 GeV , the production mechanisne 

should be simple (i.e. helecity conserving), and

ehould not affect the polarization asymmetries.

The asymmetry is defined as the correlation 

between the proton spin vector and the N  *-+ А Я* 
decay normal. Fig. 6 shows the asymmetries for 

helicity 1/2 and 3/2 A states for different 

д Г  mass intervals, plotted against the У - * д Г  

decay cosine. Large asyaaetries are seen for 

masses below 1600 MeV in the helicity 1/2 state 

only; the asymmetry ia Uelicity 3 /2 A producti

on is large only for masses above 1600 MeV where 

5/2- resonance* are important. The fact that the 

asymmetries are confined to helicity -1/2 Д 

states suggests that the dominant interference 

effect is between the 1/2+ Roper resonance and the 

3/2” S-wave Deck background. The fitted corves 

in Fig.6 assume a constant 90* phase difference 

between these two waves, roughly consistent with 

the known slow variation with mass of the 1/2* 

state. The aeasored asymmetry is consistent with 

a very eaall 1/2+ cross section ( ~  5% of Deck) 

an* a +90° phase for the 1/2+ production aapli-

tude. _ ___________________________________
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Fig. 6.
Polarization asymmetry for helicity 1/2 and 3/2 
A states in 5 4 S' mass intervals, plotted 
against the Gottfried-Jackson A T  decay cosine.
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We report preliminary results on the pro

duction of boson states B° by baryon exchange 

in reactions of the type at an incident

momentum of 12 GeV/c. Baryon exchange has been 

extensively studied in elastic scattering and 

charge exchange reactions. However, data on ine

lastic reactions at energies as high as 12 GeV/c 

are rare/,'I,2'/.

We have carried out this experiment by 

photographing the SLAC 4-0" hydrogen bubble cham

ber operating in its rapid cycling mode on de

tection of the energetic forward neutron. The 

trigger apparatus was 5 meters downstream of 

the chamber. The beam, bent by the bubble cham

ber magnet, just missed the apparatus.

The first element in the apparatus is an 

anticounter package of two 1 .2 5  cm. sheets of 

lead and 2 scintillators to veto charged par

ticles and photons. The remainder of the appa

ratus is a calorimeter. Interspersed in the 

front part of the calorimeter are eleven opti

cal spark chambers. By measuring the vertex 

point of the hadronic shower made by the neutron 

as well as its production vertex in the bubble 

chamber the direction of the neutron is estab

lished. Evonts with no other neutral seconda

ries besides the neutron yield three constraint 

fits.

The calorimeter is 79 * 79 cm in cross 

section and has 26 modules. The first 11 of 

these contain four gap spark chambers with lsaci 

plates. Each calorimeter had .its own phototube
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